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Abstract. Properties of metallic nanoparticles exhibit features significantly different from the ones observed in bulk 

materials. Catalytic, optical, or magnetic properties are often controlled by their characteristic dimension. For example, in 

ferromagnetic materials such as nickel, it might be the size of a single domain. Ni nanoparticles with a diameter close to 

10 nm were prepared by gas aggregation source. Their exposure to elevated temperatures could result in their destructive 

agglomeration and sintering, resulting in a degeneration of their functionality. The susceptibility of Ni nanoparticles to the 

sintering at higher annealing temperatures was studied by in-situ heating in the transmission electron microscope, and the 

results were compared with simulations by molecular dynamics. 
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(Use the Microsoft Word template style: Heading 2) or (Use Times New Roman Font: 12 PT, Bold, Centered) 

From Word 2007 onwards, Microsoft Word provides two “Equation Editors,” which, for ease of reference, we’ll 

call “Old Style Equations” and “New Style Equations.” 

 

 “New Style Equations” (Word 2007 onwards): With Word 2007 Microsoft introduced a powerful new built-

in Equation Editor that enables input of sophisticated mathematics typeset (usually) in the Cambria Math font. 

You access it from the Insert menu. 

 “Old Style Equations” (Word 97–Word 2003): For versions of Microsoft Word between Word 97 and Word 

2003, mathematical input was created by an add-in: Inserting and editing a “Microsoft Equation 3.0 object,” 

typically by  Insert  Object and selecting “Microsoft Equation 3.0.”  

 

Newer versions of Microsoft Word (Word 2007 and onwards) still support the original “Old Style Equations” 

method of creating mathematics by inserting an equation via Insert  Object and selecting “Microsoft Equation 3.0.” 
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OpenType math fonts, it is highly likely that your installation of Word will use the Cambria Math font for all 

mathematics created with the “New Style” editor. Using the Cambria Math font for mathematics and Times Roman 
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Manually Inserting an Equation and Equation Number (Third Level Heading) 

(Use the Microsoft Word template style: Heading 3) or (Use Times New Roman Font: 10 pt, Italic, Centered) 

If you prefer to manually insert and number equations, follow this step-by-step guide:   

1. Make sure you can see “hidden characters” by switching on “show invisibles” from the Home menu (it looks 

like this: ). This allows you to see paragraph markers (¶) and tab characters (), which are usually hidden 

from view. 

2. Create a blank paragraph by pressing [ENTER]. 



3. Format your new blank paragraph by applying the Microsoft Word template style: Equation. The Equation 

paragraph style sets up the tabs so that you can center the equation and have an equation number appear at the 

right. 

4. Place your cursor at the start of your new paragraph and press the [TAB] key twice. 

5. Place your cursor between the tab characters () and insert your equation using Insert  Object  Microsoft 

Equation 3.0.  

6. To add an equation number, place your cursor at the end of the paragraph (just before the paragraph markers 

(¶) and after the second tab character ()). 

7. On the Insert tab, in the Text group, click Quick Parts and then click Field: 

 

  
 

8. A dialog box should appear:  

 

  
  

9. From the list of Field Names on the left of the dialog box, select ListNum. 

10. From the list of Field properties on the right, select the “Equations” List name and click OK. You should now 

see an equation number in parentheses: e.g., (3). 

OTHER SPECIFICATIONS (FIRST LEVEL HEADING) 
(Use the Microsoft Word template style: Heading 1) or (Use Times New Roman Font: 12 pt, Bold, ALL CAPS, 

Centered) 

Figures, tables, and equations must be inserted in the text and may not be grouped at the end of the paper. 

Important: A miscount of figures, tables, or equations may result in revisions. Please double check the numbering of 
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If you need to arrange many figures, a good tip is to place them in a table, which gives you additional control of 

the layout. Leave a line space between your figure and any text above it, and the figure description and any text below 

it, like this one: 
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FIGURE 1. To format a figure caption, use the Microsoft Word template style: Figure Caption or Times New Roman Font: 9 pt, 

Centered. The text “FIGURE 1,” which labels the caption, should be bold and in upper case. If figures have more than one part, 

each part should be labeled (a), (b), etc. Using a table, as in the above example, helps you control the layout 
 

Cite all figures in the text in consecutive order. The word “Figure” should be spelled out if it is the first word of 

the sentence and abbreviated as “Fig.” elsewhere in the text. Place the figures as close as possible to their first mention 

in the text at the top or bottom of the page with the figure caption positioned below, all centered. Figures must be 

inserted in the text and may not follow the Reference section.  
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 (Use the Microsoft Word template style: Heading 3) or (Times New Roman Font: 10 pt, Italic, Centered) 

Authors are welcome to use color figures within their article. For online publication, there are no costs added for 

color figures. However, for printed proceedings (if requested by your conference organizer), there is an additional 

cost. Please consult directly with your conference organizer. If your conference organizer has asked AIP Publishing 

to produce printed copies (many ask AIP Publishing for online-only publication), then all figures will be printed in 

black-and-white unless you make specific arrangements with your organizer(s) to include color figures in your article 

and pay to them the associated fee(s) they request. We advise that many color figures can be printed in black-and-

white with no loss of information; however, some figures do lose information when reproduced in black-and-white. 

Check your figure legends carefully and, if your figures are to be printed in black-and-white, remove from your 

text/descriptions any references to color. 
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(Use the Microsoft Word template style: Heading 2) or (Use Times New Roman Font: 12 PT, Bold, Centered) 

Due to the wide range and complexity of tables, we simply offer an example for guidance. Please follow the style 

for table (and figure) captions.  

 

TABLE 1. To format a table caption, use the Microsoft Word template style: Table Caption. The text  

“TABLE 1,” which labels the caption, should be bold and all letters capitalized. Center this text above the 

Table. Tables should have top and bottom rules, and a rule separating the column heads from the rest of the table 

only. 
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Here are the main points you need to follow (the AIP author template package contains comprehensive guidance): 

 

 Write and prepare your article using the AIP Conference Proceedings template. 

 Create a PDF file of your paper (making sure to embed all fonts). 

 Send the following items to your conference organizer: 

o PDF file of your paper 

o (If it applies) Copies of any permissions to re-use copyrighted materials in your article (e.g., figures 
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(Use the Microsoft Word template style: Heading 2) or (Use Times New Roman Font: 12 PT, Bold, Centered) 

As the author and creator of your article PDF, you have the most intimate knowledge of exactly what the PDF 

should display. We ask all authors to carefully check their article PDF prior to submission. Perform visual inspections 

to detect subtle font errors and ensure that all fonts are embedded. With the wide range of tools and software that 

authors use to create PDFs, and the number of devices and platforms that readers use to view/print them, font 

embedding by authors is not only “nice-to-have”; it is essential.  

Why Should I Care About Font Embedding? (Third Level Heading) 

(Use the Microsoft Word template style: Heading 3) or (Times New Roman Font: 10 pt, Italic, Centered) 

Embedding fonts into your PDF file is critically important for two reasons: 

 

1. Commercial printing companies are unable to print PDFs without the correct fonts embedded. 

2. To ensure that your online article PDF file displays and prints correctly for everyone who wants to read your 

work. 
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PDFs – from smart phones and tablets to desktop computers running any one of a number of operating systems. To 

ensure that readers of  your article can display and print it correctly, it is important for your article’s PDF file to be 
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